Two-Cycle and Four Stroke Engine Oils

ATV Xtreme®
Synthetic Blend Four-Stroke ATV Gasoline Engine Oil
General Description
Formulated with the very latest in lubricant technology for ATV four-stroke gasoline engines, Cenex® ATV
Xtreme® is a synthetic blend that provides superior performance in all ATV gasoline engines. Based on an
optimized blend of synthetic and low volatility mineral base oils, ATV Xtreme delivers exceptional low
temperature pumpability, as well as superior resistance to high temperature oxidation and volatility in highperformance ATV engines.
ATV Xtreme is designed for long engine life under heavy duty ATV gasoline engine service. Additionally, it’s
unique formulation provides excellent transmission wet clutch performance as well for those ATV’s using one
oil for both crankcase and transmission service.
The wide temperature operational range of Cenex ATV Xtreme SAE 5W-40 allows you to use one oil year-round
in all types of weather extremes and is recommended in all four-stroke ATV gasoline engines.

Features and Benefits


Application: Recommended for all makes of
four-stroke ATVs including Polaris, Yamaha,
Arctic Cat, Kawasaki, Honda, Can-AM,
Bombardier and Suzuki.



Oil Pumpability: Oil that pumps better than
required will be circulated from the crankcase to
various engine areas faster during cold startups,
therefore, preventing wear. Provides cold start to
-35 F.





Lower Volatility: The use of selected synthetic
and low volatility base oils reduces the amount of
high temperature “burn-off”, limits oil
consumption and reduces high temperature
deposits.
Shear Stability: High shear stability limits
viscosity loss from shear stress in the engine.



Oxidation Control: Excellent oxidation
protection for high operating temperatures
experienced by modern ATVs.



Rust Control: Provides extra rust protection for
extreme environments and extended periods of
storage.



Balanced Formula: Special friction
characteristics for excellent transmission and wet
clutch performance for ATVs using one oil for
both crankcase and transmission.



Anti-wear Protection: Reduces wear,
protecting high load engine parts at both high
and low speeds.



Warranty Qualification: Meets or exceeds the
warranty requirements and oil drain interval
recommendations of ATV manufacturers.
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ATV Xtreme®
Synthetic Blend Four-Stroke ATV Gasoline Engine Oil
Typical Applications

Typical Customers

Cenex ATV Xtreme® provides superior performance
in all makes of ATVs.

Owners/operators of all gasoline engine ATVs.

Typical Properties
SAE Grade

5W-40

API Gravity / lbs./gal.

32.5 / 7.18

Flash Point, °C (°F)

210 (410)

Viscosity @40°C, cSt (SUS)

84.7 (403)

Viscosity @100°C, cSt (SUS)

14.5 (77)

Viscosity Index

179

CCS Viscosity, cP @ -30º C (SAE5W)

5,600

Viscosity @-35°C, cP (MRV-TP1)(SAE 5W)

36,000

Pour Point, °C (ºF)

-39 (-38)

The typical properties listed reflect the general characteristics of the product, and are not manufacturing
specifications. Normal batch-to-batch variations should be expected.

Health & Safety
A complete safety data sheet is available by calling 1-651-355-8438 or visit cenex.com/sds-library.
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